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In an earlier suwey we summarized the develo~me:~s of the term symmetry in the
antiquity and the modem age:

Experimental and
Mathematical Base

Symmetry Sense

- Group Theory

Invest~get~on of

(geometry)

Rollectlon, Rotation¯ (e,g. symmetry in elementary
geometry, ~utomarphism)

Pen~c~ty, Cycl]c~ty
(e g. ¢tystalk~graphlc
symmetry)

Conservation, Invanance
(e g. symmetry

laws in physics)

(as general regularity)

(e.g. h~ny of
Equihbdum I
Rear,on
R~hm

MATHEMATICS
(SCIENCE)

ARTS

This table demonstrated the interdisciplinary aspects of symmetry. The fact that the
term symmetry has roots in both science and art, as well as its modem meaning-
family being broad enough, but still concrete, make this concept very useful to
build ’interdisciplinary bridges’ between various disciplines and to serve as a
’common language’ between them. However, we should be very careful not to
extend the meanings of symmetry without reasonable limits, which could lead to an
empty concept: ’everything is symmetric’. We also suggested considering symmetry
together with asymmetry and dissymmetry in the following framework:

symmetry asymmetry(thesis) (antithesis)
dissymmetry
(synthesis)

as a small violation of the perfect symmetry
This concept-triangle also inspires the introduction of some measures of symmetry.
Group theory provided a very good mathematical tool to deal with perfect
symmetries. With symmetry groups we may easily describe perfect geometric
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figures or ideal c~stal structures. The challenge is to extend our scope to the
symmetries of real objects, which are obviously non-perfect ones (less symmetric
than the perfect ones). We will return to this question later.
Our present goal is to extend the earlier historic survey on symmetry. While many
works refer to the Greek origins of the term symmetry, its history from the 3rd
century A.D. until the 16th century is ignored in the literature: no data are given
from this period. Now we are glad to report that the ’missing link’ is found. We also
suggest having more comparative studies between the related Western and Eastern
concepts, which was started at the symposium Katachi U Symmetry (Tsukuba
Science City, 1994, cf., the forthcoming proceedings edited by Ogawa, Matsunari,
Miura, and Nagy). Our historic survey also has an additional goal: to identify some
problems for further studies. Let us first discuss the preliminaries of the 2,500-year
history of the term symmetry, i.e., a period of many millions of years.

0 An intuitive symmetry-sense and an early level of conceptualization of symmetry
in the animal world and in human prehistory
An intuitive symmetry-sense - thinking about the preference of both some specific
proportions and regular shapes - can be detected at the earliest period of prehistory
as it was reported at the First Congress of ISIS-Symmetry and was discussed in a
paper in this journal (Toth). We may even argue that this symmetry-sense is earlier
than mankind. Indeed, the experiments by Rensch in mid 1950s demonstrated that
birds and monkeys prefer symmetric patterns against asymmetric ones. Dobzhausky
in his monograph Mankind Evolving referred to these results as "protoaesthetic"
phenomena. Sebeok discussed similar observations and claimed that there is a
"prefigurement of art" at the animal level. He also initiated to extend semiotics, the
science of signs, into this direction and to deal with zoosemiotics. There are various
further studies about the ability of animals to differentiate between symmetric and
non-symmetric shapes. Moreover experimental results indicate that some animals
are able to conceptualize symmetry: for example pigeons discriminate symmetric
forms from non-symmetric ones in a concept-like generalizing way (as Delius and
Habers demonstrated in 1978; cf., Delius and Nowak in 1982). On the other hand
the same research disproved two classical theories of symmetry recognition: this
ability is based neither on the redundancy of symmetric patterns, nor the bilateral
symmetry of the visual system. There were conjectures that an innate ability to
recognize symmetry at the animal level is connected with searching for food with
nearly symmetric shape, thinking here about various objects, from simple grains to
prey-animals. Very recently the topic of symmetry in biology had a new
breakthrough: biologists gathered evidence that symmetry cousideratious play a
crucial role in mate-selection in case of such adiverse set of species as scorpionflies
(Thornhili), common flies (Polak), barn swallows (M~bller), zebra finches (Swadle
and Cuthill), peafowls (Manning and Hartley), various primates (Manning and
Chamberlain), and even humans (Thornhill and Gangestad, Grammer and
Thornhill, Gangestad et al.). We think here about the careful investigation of the
symmetry of ornamentation or body shape by animals and the preference of facial
symmetry of humans, which often correlates with the symmetry of the whole body.
The explanation of this tendency mobilized many biologists. There are some
correlations between the symmetric shape and health of individual animals, thus
symmetry may be a signal of such properties (high genetic quality, developmental
stability, strong immune system, good parasite resistance, etc.; cf., M¢ller;
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Thornhill and Gangestad). However, this topic went beyond traditional biology and
lead to very different models in 1994 based on the simulation of the visual system
by the modern techniques of neural networks: the preference of symmetry may also
arise as a by-product of how image recognition works (Enquist and Arak;
Johnstone). Of course these two types of theories do not definitely exclude each
other: they could evolve together.
The lateralization (or asymmetry) of the brain is reflected on the left- and right-
side of the face. A person with too perfectly symmetric face would lack to
communicate his/her emotions. Note that contrary to the general belief, the
lateralization of the brain is also detected at the animal level (Bianki).

From the symmetry sense of animals and the intuitive symmetry concept of
prehistoric people there was a long path until the period when a group of people
decided to form a related term. This step is always a very important one in the case
of the higher level of conceptualization. In the following we will focus on this.

I The Greek term symmetria and an outlook to the Hebrew kay.ev, the Sanskrit
sammita, and the Chinese/Japanese Mng/katachi

There are various theories about the birth of the Greek adjective syrnmetros and
substantive symmetria (from syn- together, common + metron measure). Most
works point to sculpture and aesthetics as the origin. In an earlier paper, however,
we demonstrated that the Greek terms syrnraetria and asymrnetria were formed with
great probability by the Pythagoreans (6th-5th cc. B.C.) in a geometrical context,
specifically in connection with the discovery that the side and the diagonal of a
square are incommensurable in length (asymmetros mdkei). In case of this topic
there was a great need for a new terminology. On the other hand, this terminology
was adopted very quickly into aesthetical context:

Geometry Art, Aesthetics

adoption
symmetria/asymmetria
as commensurability/
incommensurability

symmetria/asymmetria
as due proportion/
lack of proportion

Note that art in itself had no need for this new terminology because the existing
Greek expressions could cover the basics of the theory of proportion, cf., logos
(ratio) and analogia (equal in ’logos’, i.e., proportion). The Pythagorean idea that
beauty depends on symmetria was adopted by Plato (5th-4th cc. B.C) and Aristotle
(4th c. B.C.). Following their works, symmetria became a main category of beauty. It
is manifested in the following quote by Aristotle (Metaphysica, 1078 a 35 - b 1):

The main species of beauty are orderly arrangement (taxis), proportion
(symmetria), and limitation (horismenon), which are revealed in particular
by mathematics.

Some of the Greek schools - especially the Sophists, Socrates and his pupils, and
the Stoics - also realized that, beyond the objective and measurable aspects of
beauty (symmetria), there area subjective elements, too. This lead to the
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introduction of some other terms, including eurythmia (from eu- well + rhythmos
proportion, arrangement) to differentiate the subjective proportions from the
objective ones (symmetria). The originator of this term could be Socrates (Sth c.
B.C.), who did not write anything, but the term survived in a dialogue written by his
pupil Xenophon (Sth-4th cc. B.C.). Here the armorer Pistias discusses the
advantage of his breast-plate with Socrates, concluding that it is (Memorabilia, 3,
10, 12):

[...] well-proportioned (eurythmos) not absolutely, but in relation to the
wearer. (Translation by E. C. Merchant).

Another account about eurythmia is due to the mathematician-physicist-engineer
Hero (lst c. A.D.) who explained eurythmia as the modification of the objective
proportions (symmetria) of a monumental statue by taking into consideration the
optical illusions (De~itiones, 135, 13). Note that eurythmia also had another
meaning associated with ’rhythmical movement’, which survived until our age in
movement art (cf., Dalcroze’s eurhythmics and R. Steiner’s eurhythmy). Another
criticism against the emphasis ofsymmetria was given by Plotinus (3rd c. A.D.), who
fully challenged its importance as a category of beauty. He explained that the too
perfect symmetria is disturbing (cf., the 19th c. idea of dissymmetry). Note that
modifying the objective symmetria, the average human proportions, with subjective
elements when shaping our objects can be associated with the most recent methods
of Computer Aided Design/Manufacture (CAD/CAM).

Parallel to this there were important developments in connection with the original
geometrical meaning of symmetria by considering the case of commensurability in
square. While the side and the diagonal of a square are incommensurable in length
(asymmetros mdkei), these are commensurable in square (symmetros dynamei),
since the ratio of the area of the squares drawn on these two line-segments is 1/2.
This terminology is used by Plato (Theaetetus, 147d-148b) and later by Euclid
(Elements, Book 10, Definitions 1-3). We should emphasize that figures with
bilateral or rotational symmetry, including the five Platonic solids (regular
polyhedra), appear never to have been associated with the Greek term symrnetria.
(Incidentally, Plato is not the discoverer of the Platonic solids, he just referred to
earlier works, and Euclid’s theory of regular polyhedra has some discrepancies, e.g.,
in the sense of his definition there would be more than five of them, as we discussed
in an earlier paper).
May we refer here to a mostly ignored tradition of ancient mathematics; we suggest
calling it craftsman’s mathematics. Indeed, there were two basic traditions:

Craftsman’s mathematics (Vitruvius) .....~.
Abstract mathematics (Euclid) >

The first one is obviously the older one and contributed to the birth of abstract
mathematics, which is well represented in Euclid’s book. The older tradition is
impressively represented in the geometry of Greek temples, theaters, and various
other pieces of art. Just one comprehensive book survived through the ages that
summarized some elements of this geometry: Vitruvius’s De architectura libri decem
(Ten Books [Chapters] on Architecture, in Latin, 1st c. B.C.). This work is a
synthetic collection of architectural, aesthetical, geometrical, physical, and
technical ideas. Vitruvius’s approach is based on practice and not on Euclid. The
book also has a great importance from the point of view of the term symmetria.
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Vitrnvius adopted the Greek word symmetria in Latin: this term and its derivatives
appear 85 times in his book (considering the modern reconstruction of the text
from various medieval manuscripts).
Let us also see the ’doubling’ of the Greek terminology in Latin:

GREEK LATIN

ADOPTION TRANSLATION

ovl~p.~rpla symmetria commensus (Vitruvius, 1st c. B.C.)
[common measure, commensuratio (Boethius, 5th-6th cc.)
proportion]
&~,~tXo~la analogia proportio (Cicero, 1st c. B.C.)
[proportion]
The translated terms remained closer to the original Greek meaning, while the
adopted words became available for later generalizations or modifications. Note
that aRer the decline of the Greek and Arabic mathematics, the scholars did not
deal with questions of geometric commensurability, and when they started again
they used, with a few exceptions, the Latin expression commensuratio and its
derivatives. Thus, symmetria temporarily lost its importance in mathematics, and
rather the aesthetical meaning was utilized. There is no doubt, however, that the
translated proportio became much more popular than the adopted syrametria. We
are aware of a very few ancient usages of the Latin word symmetria (Varro, 1st c.
B.C.; Vitruvius, 1st c. B.C.; Plinius, 1st c. A.D.). We may even say that symmetria
was not a well-established term in Ancient Latin since Plinius noted that "there is
no Latin word for symmetria" (non habet Latinura nomen symraetria, see Historia
Naturalis, Book 34, Chap. 19, Sec. 65). This is a good illustration of the fact that the
adoption and translation of Greek terms was a complicated process and many
ambiguities could occur. These confusions had a strong impact on the Medieval
Latin terminology.
Vitrnvins used all three terms symmetria (85 times), proportio (32 times), and
eurythmia (4 times), moreover he tried to make some distinctions among them in
building design (Book 6, Chap. 2, See. 5):
(1) as a first step of design, we should consider the general method ofsymmetria (as
an aesthetic principle)~
(2) then we should select the concrete proportions (as the practical realization of
symmetria),
(3) finally we should adjust the proportions to counteract with the optical illusions
and thus to have eurythmia (i.e., to restore the desired symmetria to the observer).
Basically, we have here the same idea of eurythmia that we discussed in Greek
context.
In Hebrew there is no direct equivalent of the Greek symmetria. In modern Hebrew
both symmetry and proportion are used in adopted form. However, there is an
ancient Hebrew expression that has a similar history to that one of the Western
symmetrialsymmetry. This word is ketzev:
- In ancient times it was associated with measure of length (el., metron) as the
following quote demonstrates (about the sanctuary of King Solomon’s Temple; I
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Kings, 6:25): "The other cherub also measured ten cubits [about 4.5 m]; both
cherubim had the same measure and the same form."
- Later it gained a modified meaning as ’rhythm’ in music or poetry (cf., the similar
meaning of the modern symmetry).

A further question is whether the Greek symmetria occurs in the Holy Scriptures.
The Old Testament was translated into Greek by Jewish scholars in Egypt in the 3rd
and 2nd centuries B. C. This translation is called Septuagint (from septem and ginta,
i.e. 70) referring to a non-authentic story that 70, or 72, translators completed the
work in 72 days. In the Septuagint the adjective symmetros occurs once (Jeremiah
22:14):

I will build myself a great house (oikov symmetron) with spacious upperrooms [...1.
In the New Testament, written in Greek, the word symmetria does not occur at all.
In case of the later Latin translations of the Old and New Testaments, the situation
is more complicated because there are many versions. Checking some
concordances, it seems to us, that the Latin symmetria is not used in the Bible.

In the Indian culture the Sanskrit term sammita (from sam- together + mita
measure) has very similar etymology to the Greek symmetria. Note, however, that
this concept did not play such a role in mathematics or aesthetics as in Greece. On
the other hand, the Indian culture also developed various ideas that are strongly
connected with the modern concept of symmetry, but not yet with the ancient term
sammita. See, for example, the abstract geometrical symbol-systems (mandalas,
yantras, and chakras) that represent various forces and energies of the cosmos. An
analysis of the importance of symmetry in the context of these Indian symbol-
systems was given in this quarterly by Trivedi in 1990.

In the Chinese and Japanese cultures there is no term that would cover all of the
meanings of the Western symmetry, rather a set of terms would do that. The closest
term to the Western bilateral symmetry is the Chinese dulch~n, while the Japanese
reading of it is taish6. However, this word has no association with common
measure, proportion, invariance, and other meanings of symmetry. On the other
hand, there is a concept that may play an interdisciplinary role similar to the
Western symmetry. This concept is written with one character and should be read
in Chinese as xfng and in Japanese as katachi (form, shape, figure). In connection
with this, see the cited symposium Katachi U Symmetry (Tsukuba, 1994) and the
related papers by Ogawa. Note that the Japanese culture has a strong preference
for dissymmetry (cf., ikebana, garden art).

2 The ’missing link’ in the Middle Ages

There are some well-documented cases for the use of the adopted versions of term
symmetria in some languages from mid 16th century. However, it remained unclear
in the literature, including historical-etymological dictionaries, what happened with
tl~is term after the 3rd century A.D., how it could survive, and when the Greek and
Latin term was adopted by other languages. We tried to find the ’missing links’ in
this period of more than 1,200 years from both directions:
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- to see the appearance of the term in the continuation of the Greek and Roman
traditions after the ’golden age’,
- to go backwards from the 16th century usages, considering their possible roots.

The decline of ancient Greece did not lead to the vanish of intellectual activity in
the corresponding territory, although its intensity became much lower. There was a
new progressive direction: the Greek Church Fathers continued to write works in
Greek. Considering the meanings of symraetria in Greek patrological texts we may
notice an interesting tendency (see the 161-volume Patrologia Graeca, edited by
Migne in the 19th century, and Lampe’s Patristic Greek Lexicon):
- until the 4th c. A.D.: due proportion (Clement of Alexandria, 2nd-3rd cc.; Basil of
Caesarea, or St. Basil the Great, 4th c.; Athanasius, the Patriarch of Alexandria, 4th
c. A.D.),
- from the 5th c. A.D.: keeping to the same measure, moderation, limit (Pseudo-
Dionysius, 5th c.; Eulogius of Alexandria, 7th c.).

The latter set of meanings is a dead end for the word symraetria, because there are
much better and simpler terms to refer to those. The disappearance of the interest
in syrametria as ’due proportion’ could have various reasons. The Christian beauty
is associated with God: it is not geometric, but transcendent. The field of art where
proportions play a crucial role, sculpture, had a very limited presence in the
Byzantine culture. Even some inconoclastic periods could interrupt this interest.
Note that the mentioned usages ofsymraetria are infrequent cases: we cannot speak
about any systematic discussion in connection with this term. Consequently, we do
not think that this Greek tradition was the source of the 16th century revitalization
of the term symmetria, which happened in the Western part of Europe. Following
the split between the Western and Eastern Christianity, the people in the West had
even less knowledge about the works of Greek Church Fathers and later Greek
authors.

Shifting to the culture of the Western part of Europe and to the Western
Christianity, we face the problem that the Latin symmetria remained obscure even
in the antiquity. This term did not become an important one for Augustinus, or St.
Augustine (4th-Sth co.), who played a crucial role in formulating the bases of
Western Christian aesthetic~ in Latin. He rather used the terms convenientia
(harmony), ordo (order), similitudo (similarity) and par’aura congruentia
(congruence of the parts). Where should we look for the Latin word syrnraetria? In
Medieval Latin there was no relevant need for adopting the Greek word syrametria,
because its meanings were covered by other Latin terms:
- comrnensuratio could refer to the Greek geometrical meaning (which topic was
rarely considered until late Middle Ages, thus comraensuratio was also used in
some other senses, cf., Boethius, 5th-6th cc.; Thomas Aquinas, 13th c.),
-proportio (and some other terms, e.g., convenientia, concinnitas, harmonia)
referred to the Greek aesthetical meaning.
Still we could locate the term syrametria in some peculiar places where the authors
strongly followed ancient philosophical tracts (Boethius, Thomas Aquinas). On the
other hand, these occasional and obviously secondary references to the Latin word
symraetria could not initiate the later importance of this terminology.

Let us now see the period of 1,200 years from the other end. The 20-volume Oxford
English Dictionary (Oxford, 1989) claims that the modern English expression



symmetry was adopted from French, where the term appeared in 1529. The listed
earliest English usage, excluding one in an obscure physiological sense, is in the
book by John Shute entitled The First and Chief Groundes of Architecture (London,
1563). The most comprehensive German dictionary the Deutsches WOrterbuch,
published originally by the Grimm brothers, gives credit to J. Herold for
introducing the corresponding word into German (1540). This dictionary also
refers to the earliest usages of the word in other languages, the French one in 1529
and the English in 1563. According to the Dizionario etimologico italiano in five
volumes (Firenze, 1975) the Italian term occurred in the 16th century. There is also
a reference here to a French usage of 1530. None of these dictionaries give any
further details in connection with the French work of 1529 (or 1530) where the
word appeared, but using French dictionaries, .we could determine that this is
Geoffroy Tory’s book Champ fleury (Paris, 1529). Thus, all pieces of information
pointed to one direction: the Latin word symmetria was first adopted by Tory in his
French book of 1529 and later it spread into other European languages. Tory’s
book has a long subtitle that refers to the art and science of the right proportion
(vraye proportio) of Roman letters according to human bodies and faces, while the
"flower garden" in the actual title is associated with the author’s interest in floral
ornamentation of books, including initial letters. We still could not see his
motivation to revitalize the word symmerria. However, we conjectured that he
could have some Italian influence because earlier he pursued artistic and
grammatical studies in Rome and Bologna. The fact that the early French and
English adoptions of the word were associated with human proportions and
architecture, turned our interest to Vitruvius, as well as to the earliest known
translations of his book, specifically to its Italian interpretations. We believe that
this is the topic where there was a strong need to adopt the term symmetria into
Italian and other languages: the Vitruvian term symmetria cannot be replaced by
the derivatives ofproportio, because he used both terms with a slight distinction.
With this starting point we were able to disprove the earlier mentioned statement,
hinted by many of the best known dictionaries, including the Oxford English
Dictionary, that the Latin word symmetry was first adopted into French: we located
earlier Italian adoptions of the term and could give a new picture about the ’hiding’
and the reoccurrence of this term. Of course the works by Tory still have a great
importance in the transmission of the Latin and Italian term.
Let us see this new reconstruction of the history of the term symmetria and its
adoptions by other languages, also using some known results of the Vitrnvius
studies and the critical editions of some Renaissance manuscripts (Maltese,
Scagiia):
(1) Symmetria survived in the tradition of copying and discussing ancient
manuscripts, including the Vitruvian text, in medieval monasteries and later in
circles of humanists.
(2) When some Italian artist-humanists also rediscovered the Vitrnvian text at the
beginning of the Renaissance, they prepared various Italian excerpts and
commentaries - partly for their own use, partly for the new generation of artists-
craftsmen who did not use Latin manuscripts any more - and they formed the
Italian version of symmetria:
- Around 1450 Lorenzo Ghiberti, a famous goldsmith and sculptor, among others
the creator of the Gates of Paradise for the doors of the Baptistery in Florence,
translated some part of the Vitruvian text, which did not survive. However, there is
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indirect evidence, via his grandson’s notebook Zibaldone (Codice Banco Rari 228,
Bibloteca Nazionale, Firenze), that he used the Italian equivalent of symmetria.
Specifically, the notebook includes excerpts from Vitruvius where the Italian
simmetria occurs three times in different orthographical versions: simettrie,
simettria, and simBlri.
- Around 1475, or at the latest in the 1480s, Francesco di Giorgio Martini, one of
the polymaths of the Renaissance, wrote a comprehensive manuscript on various
questions of architecture and engineering (cited usually as Trattato I), where he
included sections from Vitruvius and used the term simelria three times.

-, :..>, : ~.,., ,., ,.. (. ::~," -

L ~. ! ~ ’" ~’ - ,,-" - ~’~: ’
._:;,’~- -. .,’ l. ,:,-.~ ,’
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Figul~ 2: The Italian word simeaia in ~Francesco di Giorgio Martini’s Trattato I according to a survived

manuscript-copy (Codic~ Saluzziano 148, folio 11 recto; Biblioteca Re.ale, Torino). Another copy of this
work was ownedl~ Leonardo da Vinci. The [’n’st usage is in the left column, line I~ from the bottom, the
second and the third ones are in the right column, line 3 and lines 8-9 from the top, respectively (see the
latter in enlarged form at the right where the word simea’ia is underlined bY us). The fi~t and the third

usages are ifi translated quotes from Vitruvins, while the second one is hi a comment bY Francesco.
- Around 1485 the same Francesco di Giorgio Martini prepared an Italian
translation of a large part of the Vitruvian text (Codice Magliabechiano IL1.141,
Bibloteca Nazionale, Firenze), and here he used the term simetria as a well-
established term 35 times.
- In 1521 Cesare Cesariano published his Italian translation of Vitruvius in Como,
the first printed one in any language except Latin. Cesariano added many
comments and figures to the translated text (interestingly his figure-captions are in
Latin) and adopted the Latin word into Italian as symmetria, sometimes symmetr~a.

Still in the 16th century two further Italian translations were printed: by Barbaro
(Venice, 1556) and Rusconi (Venice, 1590). The interest generated around
Vitruvius is well represented by the fact that in 1542 the Vitrnvian Academy was
founded in Rome. Various Vitruvius translations appeared in other languages: in
Spanish (excerpts only) by Diego de Sagredo, Madrid, 1542; in French by Martin,
Paris, 1547; in German by Rivius, or Rift, in Niirnberg, 1548. The Deutsches
W6rterbuch by the Grimm brothers lists Rivius’s symmetri in his Vitruvius-
translation as the second oldest example for the use of the German word, which is
in modern form Symmetrie. Interestingly, the English attitude was different: no
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translation of Vitruvius was issued until 1771, but, using manuscripts and other
sources, they utilized the word symmetry in various theoretical works on
architecture.

Note that this period was also marked with various geometric-artistic problems
that are strongly related with the modern concept of symmetry, including Albrecht
Diirer’s book of 1525 (net models of some regular and semiregular polyhedra, close
packing of circles, non-periodic tilings by pentagons). Periodic patterns, from
Alhambra (14th c.) to various European churches and palaces, were widely used
(the floor of the Chateau in St. Lye, South of Paris could inspire the systematic
study of infinite black-and-white patterns with combinatorial methods by Truchet
in 1704 and Douat in 1722). However, the term symmetria was not used in these
contexts because the word had not yet gained such an understanding.
Mathematically the word symmetria remained an ’empty niche’, waiting for a more
fortunate period...

3 The modern symmetry

The modern geometric meaning of symmetry was developed gradually. A possible
explanation of the new understanding is the following:

proportion (commensurability)
of areas

[also see the term symmetros
dynamei, i.e., commensurable
in squares, which was used
by Plato]

two equivalent halves, left/right
equivalence (bilateral figures)
more equivalent parts, regularity of the
parts (e.g., rotational or translational
ones)

Parallel to this, the meaning ’proportion’ did not vanish, but became gradually less
frequent. The process of modification was stronger in the context of national
languages then in the rather conservative Latin. We found many early examples
pointing to the direction of the new meaning, which are associated with the
everyday life, including questions related to architecture.
The term symmetria also occurred in dictionaries, lexicons, and encyclopedias in
various languages. In France this process was boosted by Claude Perrault, a leading
zoologist and physiologist turned architect, who published a new French
translation of Vitruvius where he added his own comments on the aesthetical role
of syrnmetria (Paris, 1673). Thomas Corneille in his work entitled Le Dictionnaire
des arts et des sciences (Paris, 1694) included the keyword "Symmetric" and referred
to Perrault (Vol. 2, p. 447). This short article also remarked that we may speak
about "the correspondence (le rapport) that the right sides have with the left ones,
the top ones with the bottom ones, and those of the front with those of the back".
The clear scientific adoption of this new meaning of symmetria took place in
geometry and crystallography, sometimes in the 18th century. We detected an
interesting step during this process via the Mathematisches Lexicon by Christian
Wolff (Leipzig, 1716), who is better known in connection with his later
philosophical works. His short article "Symmetria, die Symmetric" gives two
interpretations of the term:
- the Vitruvian one as the proportion (Verhaltnis) of the parts and the whole of a
building, also referring to Perrault,
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- a new one developed in French language which is based on "die A’hnlichkeit der
Seiten neben einem undhnlichen Mittel" (the similarity of the sides at a non-similar
center).
This article with a minor extension was adapted in the 64-volume German
Universal Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732-1750), which is in some sense the first
comprehensive encyclopedia in the Western culture. According to some accounts
the first exact definition of the symmetry of geometric figures with mirror reflection
was given by the French mathematician Legendary in his book Eldments de
Gdomdtrie published in Paris, 1794 (see, Tropfke, Burckhardt, cf., Deutsches
Wdrterbuch, Vol. 10, 1942, p. 1396).

The concept of symmetry in this new sense was quickly introduced into other fields
and was generalized further:
- crystallography: Hatiy’s symmetry law (1815)
- chemistry: Pasteur’s molecular dissymmetry (1848)
- physics: P. Curie’s dissymmetry principle (1894)
- mathematical physics: Noether’s theorems connecting symmetry transformations
(invariances) and conservation laws (1918).
Symmetry became a major organizing principle in science: it helped to find all the
possible cases, the exhaustive list, in various fields:
- kaleidoscope types (Brewster, MObius, Hess, Fedorov),
- crystallographic space groups (Fedorov, Schoenflies),
- chemical isomers (van’t Hoff, Fischer),
- elementary particles (Gell-Mann, Ne’eman).
A special importance of the exhaustive lists is the fact that in the most fields these
included not only the experimentally known cases, but predicted new ones and thus
inspired further studies. Similar lists and classifications are also useful in some
fields of art and humanities, including
- ornamental arts (cf., Crowe and Washburn’s survey),
- musicology (Oraeser’s reconstruction of Bach’s Kunst der Fuge),
- architecture (March and Steadman).
Parallel to this, the importance of symmetry breaking was also discussed, especially
in the contexts of particle physics, non-linear mathematics, and modern art.
The overspecialization in science lead to the desire of various interdisciplinary
movements, including general systems theory, cybernetics (the science of
communication and control in machines and animals), and others. After some time,
however, these movements tried to become new disciplines: departments and
institutes were founded. This institutionalization, as well as their too broad
approach, led to the decline of these movements. In the framework of ISIS-
Symmetry we suggest another approach: to make bridges between existing fields,
instead of trying to shape a new discipline, as well as to help some concrete, but
broad approaches in education and research.

At the beginning of this paper we referred to the work by Delius and Hebers that
pigeons can conceptualize symmetry. Let us hope that we, human beings, can not
only conceptualize symmetry, but also use it!

(The present paper is a brief summary of a longer paper with detailed
references that will be published later in this quarterly.)
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